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SUMMARY
Arabic is a Semitic language that is rich in its morphology and syntax. The very numerous and complex
grammar rules of the language may be confusing for the average user of a word processor. In this paper,
we report our attempt at developing a grammar checker program for Modern Standard Arabic, called
Arabic GramCheck. Arabic GramCheck can help the average user by checking his/her writing for certain
common grammatical errors; it describes the problem for him/her and offers suggestions for improvement.
The use of the Arabic grammatical checker can increase productivity and improve the quality of the text
for anyone who writes Arabic. Arabic GramCheck has been successfully implemented using SICStus Prolog
on an IBM PC. The current implementation covers a well-formed subset of Arabic and focuses on people
trying to write in a formal style. Successful tests have been performed using a set of Arabic sentences.
It is concluded that the approach is promising by observing the results as compared to the output of a
c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
Grammar-checking programs are now available for many languages. They promise to ease the burden
of memorizing the rules of the grammar, style and punctuation [1]. A grammar checker program allows
us to correct a mistake while the word or phrase is still fresh in our mind [2]. This software has many
nice features. It offers to clarify an error and gives advice on how to avoid such an error in the future.
In other words, the program not only corrects you, but it also offers informal lessons as you go—an
easy and painless way to refresh your grammar knowledge [3].
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In the long run, high-level language technologies will include the development of methods of
syntactic and semantic computer processing (parsing as well as generation) as a necessary prerequisite
for the development of natural language based industrial systems. At the current stage of development,
grammar checkers constitute one of the best feasible applications for commercial usage of high-level
language technology.
Word processing technology is the software application domain with the most immediate growth
potential. The use of word processors leads to a whole class of writing errors [4]. Many popular wordprocessing programs have companion grammar checkers. The role of the grammar checker—whether
integrated or standalone—is to try to intercept these errors.
The many different kinds of grammatical errors which may appear in written text can be categorized
in several different ways. For the purpose of this paper, we propose the following two categories:
mechanic editing errors and cognitive errors. Mechanic editing errors are due to cut-and-paste or
insertion–deletion operations when using a word processor, which can be corrected by deleting an
existing word or replacing it with a different one. The following list shows some grammatical errors
that may occur when using a word processor [4].
• Partially deleting old text when inserting new text. This can result in grammatical nonsense:
e.g. partially change ‘allows you to read’ to ‘lets you read’ and you may end up with ‘lets you to
read’; partially change ‘on the other hand’ to ‘however’ and you may end up with ‘on the other
however’.
• Misspellings that accidentally produce real words. For example, if you type ‘go’ when you
mean ‘to’, or ‘an’ when you mean ‘am’ (press adjoining key on keyboard); or ‘no’ instead of
‘on’ (transposition of letters).
• Selecting the wrong replacement text with a spell checker. If you accidentally choose the wrong
choice of several alternative words offered by a spell checker, every occurrence of the word in
the document will be changed. This can be a very hard error to find.
• Excessive letter or missed letter. Since it is easier to write with a word processor, many people
write more letters: e.g. if you type ‘bee’ when you mean ‘be’. Also, they could write less letters:
e.g. if you type ‘red’ when you mean ‘read’.
Cognitive errors are more complicated. They occur due to lack of competence on the part of the
language users to write a sentence that complies with the grammar rules, which can be corrected
by replacing an existing word, inserting a new word, or moving one or more words. An analysis of
grammatical errors in formal style Arabic is presented in the ‘Analysis of common Arabic grammar
errors’ section.
Arabic grammar is a very complex subject of study; even Arabic-speaking people nowadays are
not fully familiar with the grammar of their own language. Thus, Arabic grammatical checking is a
difficult task. The difficulty comes from several sources [5]: (1) the length of the sentence and the
complex Arabic syntax; (2) the omission of diacritics (vowels) in written Arabic ‘at-taškı̄l’; (3) the free
word order nature of Arabic sentence; and (4) the presence of an elliptic personal pronoun ‘ad.-d.amı̄r
al-mustatir’.
Logic programming plays an essential role in the natural language analysis process because it
attempts to use logic to express grammar rules and to formalize the process of parsing. Logic grammars
can be conveniently implemented in Prolog. Prolog-based grammars can be quite efficient in practice.
A Prolog interpretation algorithm uses exactly the same search strategy as the depth-first top-down
c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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parsing algorithm, so all that is needed is a way to reformulate grammar rules as clauses in Prolog.
Parsing can make use of Prolog’s built-in term unification, instead of the more expensive feature
unification. For these reasons, Arabic GramCheck has been successfully implemented using SICStus
Prolog on an IBM PC. It is based on deep syntactic analysis and relies on a feature relaxation approach
for detection of an ill-formed Arabic sentence. The current implementation covers the basic grammar
rules for the nominal sentence and the verbal sentence. Arabic GramCheck has some limitations,
however.
• The grammar checker as described is targeted at a particularly well-formed subset of Arabic,
rather than more colloquial dialects. Even standard newswire is likely to frequently include preverbal subjects and adverbials which are not considered in this paper. This restriction to a wellformed subset may be appropriate for people trying to write in a formal style.
• For practical reasons, the grammar checker resorts to default analyses for sentence structures
that are expected to occur rarely. For example, starting with an indefinite inchoative,
considered
g in traditional Arabic grammar as specified indefinites ‘nakira muka’assasa’, do exist,
¯
e.g. ‘ϦΎΧήϴϣϒϟϦϣήϴΧϦϴϣΏάϬϣϞΟέ ’ ‘rajulun muhadabun ’amı̄nun ka’ayrun min ’alfi
¯
¯
’amı̄rin ka’a’in’, ‘Better a well-bred trustworthy man than a thousand unfaithful
Prince’.
¯
Nevertheless, the system considers it as a mistake.
• The grammar checker does not intercept punctuation errors that are related to incorrect use of
spaces, commas and question marks.
• As Modern Standard Arabic text is usually written without vowels, the system does not detect
incorrect diacritic signs.
• As the free word order nature of Arabic is usually dependent on semantics, grammatical errors
due to incorrect word order are not always detected by the system. Moreover, the feature
relaxation approach that we follow could be used, in some cases, to indirectly detect errors
caused by wrong word orders. For example, consider the wrong noun–adjective order in the
sentence ‘ Δѧτϗ ΔϠϴѧϤΟ ΖϳήΘѧη’ ‘štaraitu jamı̄latan qit.t.atan’, ‘I bought a cat beautiful’. In this
case, the system issues an error indicating wrong object category (the object should not be an
adjective).
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The next section presents a brief background about
the aspects of the Arabic language. Then the focus turns to a review of the previous work on grammar
checking for different languages. Our analysis of the common grammar errors for Arabic is then
introduced, followed by a description of our proposed Arabic grammar checker. Next, we discuss
how we evaluated our system and compare the results with a commercially available Arabic grammar
checker. In a concluding section, we present some final remarks. Transliteration in this paper follows
the convention explained in Appendix A. For abbreviations, see the list in Appendix B.

ASPECTS OF THE ARABIC LANGUAGE
The modern form of Arabic is called Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). MSA is a simplified form of
Classical Arabic, and follows the same grammar. The main differences between Classical and MSA
are that MSA has a larger (more modern) vocabulary, and does not use some of the more complicated
c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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forms of grammar found in Classical Arabic [6]. For example, vowels are omitted in MSA such that
letters of the Arabic text are written without diacritic signs.
As Arabic is strongly structured and highly derivational, understanding Arabic requires the treatment
of the language constituents at all levels: morphology, syntax, and semantics. Each component requires
extensive study and exploitation of the associated linguistic characteristics [7,8].
Arabic words are generally classified into three main categories [9].
• Noun. A noun in Arabic is a name or a word that describes a person, thing, or idea. Traditionally,
the noun class in Arabic is subdivided into derivatives (that is, nouns derived from verbs,
nouns derived from other nouns, and nouns derived from particles) and primitives (nouns not
so derived). These nouns could be further sub-categorized by number, gender, definition, and
case. This noun class also includes participles, adverbs, circumstantial accusative, pronouns,
relatives, interrogatives, and demonstratives.
• Verb. The verb is any word that indicates the occurrence of an action. The verb class in Arabic is
subdivided according to the following criteria: tense (past, present and future), with respect to the
object (intransitive, transitive), structure (sound, weak), mood (perfect, imperfect, imperative),
and voice (active, passive). Further sub-categorization of the verb class is possible using number,
person and gender.
• Particle. The particle is any word that has no meaning unless it is combined with one of the
other two categories. Usually, it has fewer letters. It can be considered neither a verb nor a noun.
In Arabic, particles are divided into three categories according to the type of word they can
precede. They can either precede a noun, a verb, or both. The particle class includes prepositions,
conjunctions, interrogative particles, exceptions, and interjections.
The inflection and conjugation of the Arabic word is so sophisticated that they yield a complex word
form. For this reason, most of the contemporary work in the field has been at the word level [10].
An Arabic sentence has two forms [5]:
• Nominal sentence. A nominal sentence is composed basically of two constructions: inchoative§
(ΪΘѧΒϣ ) and enunciative ( ήΒѧ˰˰Χ ). A nominal sentence can embed a verbal/nominal sentence as its
enunciative. A nominal sentence can start with Inna/Kan and its sisters, which change its case
ending (ΏήϋϷ ).
• Verbal sentence. A verbal sentence is composed basically of two constructions: verb and subject.
If the verb is transitive, it needs to have an object(s). In its passive voice it comprises a verb and
a proagent (ϞϋΎϓ ΐΎϧ ).
An Arabic compound sentence is formed from a simple sentence followed by a complementary, such
as conjunction form (ϒѧτϋ), quasi-preposition ( ΔѧϠϤΟ ϪΒѧη ), and annexation form (ϰϓΎѧο ΐѧϴϛήΗ ).
Because Arabic is a flexible language, constituent order may vary and the constructs may be curtailed
( ϑϭάΤϣ ).

§ Refer to reference [11] for a translation of the Arabic terminology.
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PREVIOUS WORK
A grammar checker is a complex program which needs a lot of research and linguistic resources [12].
These days, grammar checkers, although still far from perfect, are much better and easier to use. In fact,
it is hard to ignore them.
There are three main approaches to implementing a grammar checker, namely, syntax based,
statistics based, and rule based.
Syntax-based checking is described in reference [13]. Using this approach, a text is completely
analyzed morphologically and syntactically. It requires a lexical database, a morphological analyzer
and a parser. The parser assigns a syntactic structure to each sentence. The text is considered incorrect
if the parsing does not succeed. According to the level of the linguistic analysis to which the error
belongs, syntax-based checking can be classified as either a deep syntactic analysis or a shallow
syntactic analysis. The feature relaxation technique is employed mainly in syntax-based checking,
which relies on positive knowledge for detection and diagnosis procedure [14].
The advantage of the syntax-based approach is that off-the-shelf NLP resources such as lexicons,
morphological analyzers and parsers can be used to do the analysis. Unfortunately, the checker will
only recognize that the sentence is incorrect, it will not be able to tell the user what the exact problem is.
For this, extra rules are necessary in order to either parse ill-formed sentences or apply a technique to
features associated with linguistic fragments. If a sentence cannot be parsed using such an extra rule,
it is incorrect.
Statistics-based checking is described in reference [15]. The availability of a large amount of text
(called corpus) has motivated researchers to innovate statistical models to extract valuable linguistic
knowledge from such text. Among statistical language tools are part of speech (POS) taggers and
statistical parsers. Some grammar checking systems use statistical tools to implement various tasks to
detect grammar errors.
A POS-annotated corpus is used to build a list of POS tag sequences. Some sequences (called
N-Grams) will be very common (for example, determiner, adjective, noun as in the old man), others
will probably not occur at all (for example, determiner, determiner, adjective). Sequences which occur
often in the corpus can be considered correct in other texts; uncommon sequences could be errors.
Actually, even ungrammatical permutations of words are still probable.
Statistics-based parsers need to be trained over tagged text to infer a grammar that fits (describes)
the structure of sentences. However, statistical parsers bear the risk that their results are difficult to
interpret: if the system raises false errors, users will wonder why their input is considered incorrect
when no specific error message is given. In statistics-based checking, it is hard to implement a pure
statistical system due to inherited shortcomings in the approach. Such systems can be augmented with
rule-based techniques for describing errors and proposing corrective actions.
Rule-based checking matches a set of rules against a text which has at least been POS tagged.
This approach is similar to the statistics-based approach, but all the rules are developed manually.
The error anticipation technique is employed mainly in rule-based checking, which relies on negative
knowledge for detection and diagnosis.
The rule-based checker approach has many advantages. A sentence does not have to be complete
to be checked; instead the software can check the text while it is being typed and give immediate
feedback. It is easy to configure, as each rule has an expressive description and can be turned on
and off individually. It can offer detailed error messages with helpful comments, even explaining
c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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grammar rules. It is easily extendable by its users, as the rule system is easy to understand, at least
for many simple but common error cases. It can be built incrementally, starting with just one rule and
then extending it rule by rule.
In the following, we present some of the successful systems that were cited in this endeavor.
Grammatifix is a commercial grammatical checker for Finnish that provides an explanation of
the error and a suggestion for correction if possible. Grammatifix uses a two-level morphological
analyzer. Part of speech disambiguation is performed at the next level of analysis by the application
of constrained grammar (CG) formalism. It uses a surface syntactic parser for sentence analysis.
The errors are detected by partial parsing [16]. Grammatifix is part of the Swedish Microsoft Office
Package [17,18].
Granska is a hybrid system that utilizes both probabilistic and rule-based methods in grammar
checking for Swedish [19]. The morphological processing is performed using a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) tagger that was trained over a large tagged corpus (Stockholm-UmeaCorpus—SUC). Detection
rules were written to identify grammatical errors in the tagged text, which are designed to match
expected writing errors in the input text. The system produces error descriptions and proposes a
correction. Another set of accepting rules handles correct grammatical parts in order to avoid false
alarms.
Scarrie runs a spelling and grammatical checker for Danish at the same time. Scarrie produces a
full analysis for both grammatical and ungrammatical sentences. Scarrie parses ungrammatical input
by relaxation of the parsing rules and by additional error rules applied on parsing results. The system
uses a bottom-up chart parser of syntactic analysis [20].
Bokmal is a grammar-based grammar checker for Norwegian (NGC) [21,22]. The grammar checking
is applied to input text that has been grammatically tagged and morphologically disambiguated. It uses
the CG formalism that has been used to develop a Swedish grammar checker [17,19]. NGC is part of
Microsoft Word in the Office XP package released in 2001.
GramCheck works in a detection–diagnosis–correction cycle and provides a grammar and style
checker for Spanish and Greek [23,24]. A combined feature relaxation and error anticipation technique
was adopted. It is based on a generalized use of Prolog extensions to highly typed unification-based
grammars. These extensions, called constraint solvers (CSs), perform different Boolean and relational
operations over feature values.
A prototype of a grammar-based grammar checker for Czech is described in reference [25].
The grammar checker is able to check errors in languages with a very high degree of word order
freedom. The syntax analysis is applied to input text that is morphologically analyzed. If there is at least
one syntactic inconsistency, the results are passed to the evaluation phase. Inconsistency is detected by
the application of a grammar rule with relaxed constraints or an error anticipating rule. If there is a
syntactic tree that contains a subtree with discontinuous coverage, the evaluation phase tries to decide
if there should be an error message, a warning or nothing.
Several possibilities of using finite-state automata as a means for speeding up a grammar checker
for Czech are discussed in [26]. This software is able to detect, by constraint relaxation, errors from a
predefined set. The grammar allows feature violations and parsing of ungrammatical word sequences.
The system does not employ a full analysis of the input sentence. The efficiency is gained by splitting
the sentence (if possible) into clauses before the processing. It is possible to detect an error in one of
the substrings (clauses) irrespective of the analysis results of the other one(s).
c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Most of the research on Arabic natural language processing is devoted to the morpho-syntactic
analysis phase without paying any attention to the problem of grammar checking. However, the most
recent version of Microsoft Office¶ (2003) includes a grammar checker for Arabic in the bundle [27] —
it is the only Arabic grammar checker on the market. This grammar checker supports checking
and correction of Arabic simple sentences, it is integrated with a spell checker and it has a unique
feature that enables the errors to be corrected iteratively. This feature allows correction of multiple
grammar errors in the same sentence. The punctuation correction in the Office 2003 grammar checker
is a totally new feature for the Arabic language. This feature checks spaces, commas and question
marks.

ANALYSIS OF COMMON ARABIC GRAMMAR ERRORS
In the literature, error analysis concerns only the most common Arabic grammatical errors without any
indication of the frequency of occurrence of these errors; see, for example, [28]. This is intended to
help Arabic writers to alleviate most of the grammatical problems that plague their writing. However,
there is a need for a thorough study that answers questions like the following. Which errors are
most frequent? Which errors for a particular language group (both native Arabic writers and learners
of Arabic) are most frequent? Within a particular error type, are there differences in the kinds of
errors produced by speakers of different languages? Unfortunately, we are not aware of any (either
formal or informal) study that analyses the writing errors of either native Arabic speakers or learners.
Moreover, we are not able to conduct an empirical study of Arabic as we do not have access to the
hundreds of randomly chosen essays of students/learners of Arabic that would be required for such an
analysis.
In order to investigate the possibility of developing a computational Arabic grammar checker, we
analyzed and classified the common grammatical errors that occur when formulating an MSA sentence
in a formal style. These errors were verified by Arabic specialists to be the most common Arabic
grammatical errors. Tables I–III detail the possible grammatical errors as inspired by discussions with
students who are native speakers of Arabic during an NLP course. These errors are representative
of those encountered by the average word processor user when typing Arabic and are based upon
a recent study [29]. For the sake of clarification, relevant Arabic error examples followed by their
grammatical correct are given along with their classification. For each type of error, an erroneous
example is explained within an ungrammatical Arabic sentence∗ . In addition, a morphological gloss is
provided in square brackets.

¶ Users of Microsoft Word, the most common word processor now in use, may already be reacting to the green wavy lines that
underline potential errors in grammar and problems in style, as well as to the red ones that underline errors in spelling. Note, if
you mistype a word but the result is not a misspelling (for example, typing ‘from’ instead of ‘form’ or ‘there’ instead of ‘their’),
the English spell checker will not flag the word. To catch such problems, we use the English grammar checker.
 For more details, refer to http://www.microsoft.com/middleeast/arabicdev/office/office2003/Proofing.asp.
∗ The asterisk indicates an incorrect word or sentence.
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Table I. Agreement errors.
Error type
Number and gender
agreement between the
inchoative and the
enunciative
Number and gender
agreement between the
circumstantial accusative
and the subject it
modifies

Number, gender,
definition, and case
ending agreement
between adjective and
the noun it modifies
Number and gender
agreement between the
demonstrative adjective
and the noun it modifies
Gender agreement
between a verb and the
subject
Agreement between a
verb tense and the use of
specific particles
Case ending agreement
between a number and its
following descriptor

Example

Correct version

ϦσϮϟ Ϧϋ ϥΎόϓΪϳ *ΩϮϨΠϟ

ϦσϮϟ Ϧϋ ϥϮόϓΪϳ ΩϮϨΠϟ

ϦϬϟΎϔσ ϞϤΤΗ *ΕΪϴδϟ ξόΑ Ε˯ΎΟ

ϦϬϟΎϔσ ϦϠϤΤϳ ΕΪϴδϟ ξόΑ Ε˯ΎΟ

αΎϨϟ ϥϭΪϋΎδϳ ϢϳήϜϟ *ϝΎΟήϟ

αΎϨϟ ϥϭΪϋΎδϳ ˯ΎϣήϜϟ ϝΎΟήϟ

’al-junūdu ydāfi‘āni ‘ani-l-wat.an
[the-soldiers (pl) defend (dl) about
the-country]
The soldiers defend the country
jā’at ba‘d.u-s-sayyidāti tah.milu
’t.fālahunna
[came some ladies carrying (sg)
their-children]
Some ladies came carrying their
children

’ar-rijālu-l-karı̄mu yusā‘idūna-n-nās
[the-men the-generous (sg) help
people]
Generous men help people

ϢϠόϤϟ* ˯ϻΆϫ ϰϟ· ΎϨΒϫΫ
dahabnā ’ilā hā’ulā’i-l-mu‘allim
¯
[we-went
to those teacher(sg)]
We went to those teacher

’al-junūdu ydāfi‘ūna ‘ani-l-wat.an
[the-soldiers (pl) defend (pl)
about the-country]
The soldiers defend the country
jā’at ba‘d.u-s-sayyidāti tah.milu
’t.fālahunna
[came some ladies carrying (pl)
their-children]
Some ladies came carrying their
children
’ar-rijālu-l-kuramā’u
yusā‘idūna-n-nās
[the-men the-generous (pl) help
people]
Generous men help people

ϦϴϤϠόϤϟ ˯ϻΆϫ ϰϟ· ΎϨΒϫΫ

dahabnā ’ilā hā’ulā’i-l-mu‘allimı̄n
¯
[we-went
to those teachers(pl)]
We went to those teachers

ϝΎϘΗήΒϟ ήϴμϋ ΖϨΒϟ Ώήη *

ϝΎϘΗήΒϟ ήϴμϋ ΖϨΒϟ ΖΑήη

ΔϳήϘϟ ϰϟ· ϮΒϫΫ *Ϧϟ ϝΎΟήϟ

ΔϳήϘϟ ϰϟ· ϮΒϫάϳ Ϧϟ ϝΎΟήϟ

Ϥϗ *ϦϴϧΪϓ ωέί Ρϼϔϟ

ΎΤϤϗ ϦϴϧΪϓ ωέί Ρϼϔϟ

’al-fallah. zara‘a faddānain qamh.
[the-farmer grew two-fedans wheat
(NOM)]
The farmer grew two fedans of wheat

’al-fallah. zara‘a faddānain qamh.an
[the-farmer grew two-fedans wheat
(ACC)]
The farmer grew two fedans of wheat

šariba-l-bintu ‘as.ı̄ra-l-burtuqāl
[drank (m) the-girl juice the-orange]
The girl drank (m) orange juice
’ar-rijālu lan dahabū ’ila-l-qaryati
[the-men not ¯went to the-village]
The men will not go to the village

c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table II. Wrong constituent forms.
Error type

Example

Correct version

Case ending of
inchoative or enunciative

ΪϟϮϟ ΎΑήο ϦϴϤϠόϤϟ*

ΪϟϮϟ ΎΑήο ϥΎϤϠόϤϟ

Case ending of the noun
in genitive

ϥΎΘϠϴϤΠϟ ϥΎΘϘϳΪΤϟ *ϰϟ· ΎϨΒϫΫ

ϦϴΘϠϴϤΠϟ ϦϴΘϘϳΪΤϟ ϰϟ· ΎϨΒϫΫ

Case ending of the
circumstantial
accusative, subject, or
object

ϥΎΘϤϟΎγ *ϥΎΗήΎτϟ ΕΩΎϋ

ϦϴΘϤϟΎγ ϥΎΗήΎτϟ ΕΩΎϋ

Case ending the
predicate of Kana or one
of its sisters

ϥϭΪϬΘΠϣ *ϥϮϤϠόϤϟ ϥΎϛ

ϦϳΪϬΘΠϣ ϥϮϤϠόϤϟ ϥΎϛ

Number and case ending
of the noun that follows
the interrogative particle
kam (How many)

The verb should remain
singular even though the
subject is dual or plural
Definition of inchoative

’al-mu‘allimaini d.araba-l-walada
[the-two-teachers (ACC) hit the-boy]
The two teachers hit the boy

dahabnā ’ila-l-h.adı̄qatāni-l¯
jamı̄latāni
[we-went to the-two-gardens
(NOM) the-two-beautiful (NOM)]
We went to the two beautiful
gardens
‘ādati-l-t.a’iratāni sālimatān
[returned the-planes (dl) safe
(dl, NOM)]
The two planes returned safe

kāna-l-mu‘allimūna mujtahidūna
[were the-teachers diligent (NOM)]
The teachers were diligent

dahabnā ’ila-l-h.adı̄qataini-l¯
jamı̄lataini
[we-went to the-two-gardens
(GEN) the-two-beautiful (GEN)]
We went to the two beautiful
gardens
‘ādati-l-t.a’iratāni sālimatain
[returned the-planes (dl) safe
(dl, ACC)]
The two planes returned safe

kāna-l-mu‘allimūna mujtahidı̄na
were the-teachers diligent (ACC)]
The teachers were diligent

ˮϞμϔϟ άϴϣϼΗ *Ϣϛ

ˮϞμϔϟ ϲϓ άϴϤϠΗ Ϣϛ

kam talāmı̄du-l-fas.l?
[how-many¯students the-classroom]
How many students are there in the
classroom?

kam tilmı̄dan fi-l-fas.l?
¯ student in the[how-many
classroom]
How many students are there in
the classroom?

ΔϘϳΪΤϟ ϲϓ ΩϻϭϷ ϥϮΒόϠϳ *

ΔϘϳΪΤϟ ϲϓ ΩϻϭϷ ΐόϠϳ

yal‘abūna-l-’awlādu fı̄-l-h.adı̄qati
[play (pl) the-boys in the-garden]
The boys play in the garden

yal‘abu-l-’awlādu fı̄-l-h.adı̄qati
[play (sg) the-boys in the-garden]
The boys play (sg) in the garden

ΏάϬϣ ϞΟέ*

ΏάϬϣ ϞΟήϟ

ϲϓ ΎϬΘΧϷ ήθϋ* αΩΎδϟ* ΔϟΎγήϟ ΖΒΘϛ
ϕήόϟ

ϲϓ ΎϬΘΧϷ Γήθϋ ΔγΩΎδϟ ΔϟΎγήϟ ΖΒΘϛ
ϕήόϟ

rajulun muhadabun
[a-man polite]¯
A man polite
Declension of the simple
and compound number

’al-mu‘allimāni d.araba-l-walada
[the-two-teachers (NOM) hit the-boy]
The two teachers hit the boy

katabati-r-risālata-s-sādisa ‘ašara
li’uktiha fi-l-’irāq
¯
[wrote-she
the-message (f) thesixteenth (m) to-her-sister in Iraq]
She wrote the sixteenth message to
her sister in Iraq

c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Copyright 

’ar-rajulu muhadabun
[the-man polite]¯
The man is polite

katabati-r-risālata-s-sādisata
‘ašarata li’uktiha fi-l-’irāq
¯
[wrote-she the-message
(m) thesixteenth (m) to-her-sister in Iraq]
She wrote the sixteenth message to
her sister in Iraq
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Table III. Missing sentence fragments.
Error type

Example

Correct version

Missing the subject of a
verbal sentence

έΪϟ ϰϟ· ΐϫΫ *

έΪϟ ϰϟ· ϡϼϐϟ ΐϫΫ

Missing the object of a
verbal sentence

ΪϟϮϟ Θϓ *

ΏΎΒϟ ΪϟϮϟ Θϓ

fataha-l-waladu
[opened the-boy]
The boy opened

fataha-l-waladu-l-bāba
[opened the-boy the-door]
The boy (or any other animated
masculine entity) opened the door

dahaba ’ilā-d-dāri
¯
[went
to the-house]
Went to the house

dahaba-l-ḡulāmu ’ilā-d-dāri
¯
[went
the-boy to the-house]
The boy (or any other animated
masculine entity) went to the house

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE ARABIC GRAMMAR CHECKER
Arabic GramCheck is a syntax-based grammar checker for modern standard Arabic. The system is
based on deep syntactic analysis and relies on a feature relaxation approach for detection of ill-formed
Arabic sentences.
Arabic GramCheck helps the user to write a sentence by analyzing each word and then only
accepting the sentence if it is grammatically correct. The main features of Arabic GramCheck are that
it (1) performs complete grammatical analysis of sentences, and (2) checks the sentence for common
grammatical errors, describes the problem, and offers suggestions for improvement. The design of
the whole system is shown in Figure 1. The grammar checker is basically composed of two parts:
an Arabic morphological analyzer and a syntactic parser extended to include a grammatical checking
handler. The system is implemented in SICStus Prolog† 3.9 that runs under Microsoft Windows.
Morphological analysis and the lexicon
In order to implement the parser, a morphological analysis is performed on the inflected Arabic
words. In a previous work [10], we described a morphological analyzer for inflected Arabic words.
An augmented transition network (ATN) [30] technique was successfully used to represent the contextsensitive knowledge about the relation between a stem and inflectional additions. The ATN consists of
arcs, each of which is a link from a departure node to a destination node, called states; see Figure 2.
An exhaustive search to traverse the ATN generates all the possible interpretations of an inflected
Arabic word. The morphological analyzer is implemented in Prolog and integrated with the parser.
The morphological analyzer consists of three modules: analyzer module, a lexical disambiguation
module and a features extraction module. Figure 3 shows an example of analyzing the inflected Arabic

† Copyrighted in 2001 by SICS (Swedish Institute of Computer Science), Sweden (http://www.sics.se).
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Grammar Checking
Handler
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Arabic Sentence

stems & features
Morphological
Analyzer

Syntax Analyzer
(Parser)

Successful
Arabic Lexicon

Grammatical
Structure
(Parse Tree)

Figure 1. The architecture of the system.

Figure 2. ATN representing the relation between the additions and the stem of an inflected Arabic word.

c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. A morphological analysis example.

word ‘ϦѧϴΒϠτϟ’ (’al-talbaini). In this example, the word is analyzed into a verb and a noun. The former
is discarded because the prefix is only used with nouns.
The lexicon
An Arabic monolingual lexicon was also needed to successfully implement the morphological analyzer.
The lexicon is designed to reflect the word categories in Arabic. In our approach, we consider three
basic morphological categories for Arabic—noun, verb, and particle—each with a different set of
features. The system contains a dictionary of over 10 000 entries. Continued acquisition of lexicon
entries is ongoing.
The lexicon features
There are two types of features in the lexicon: syntactic features that resolve syntactic ambiguity and
lexical features that resolve lexical ambiguity. The default values of these features are stored in the
lexicon and can be modified during the morphological analysis.
The lexicon entry is represented as a Prolog fact. The following list describes the forms of the lexicon
entry.
1. Verbs: a verb has the following form:
verb (Stem, Voice, Tense, [Subject_Gender, Object_Gender],
Number, [End_case, Agent], Transitivity,
[Subject_rationality, Object_Rationality], Infinitive).
c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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• Syntactic features:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Voice: passive/active.
Tense: past/present/future.
[Subject gender, Object Gender]: [male/female, male/female].
Number: singular/dual/plural.
[End Case, Agent]: [accusative/nominative/genitive, subject/object/proagent].
Transitivity: intransitive/transitive 1 obj /transitive 2 obj;
this feature is used to distinguish verbal sentence structures (commonly,
verb–subject, verb–subject–object, and verb–subject–object1–object2).

• Lexical features:
– [Subject Rationality, Object rationality]: [rational/irrational, rational/irrational];
this feature is used to distinguish subject from either object or proagent.
– Infinitive: infinitive form; this feature is used to convert the weak letter of the verb
in passive voice into its radical form in order to get the active voice of the verb.
2. Nouns: a noun has the following form:
noun(Stem ,Definition ,Gender ,Number ,Adjectivability ,
End_case ,[Category, Rationality] ,irregular_plural).
• Syntactic features:
–
–
–
–

Definition: defined/undefined/neutral.
Gender: masculine/feminine.
Number: singular/dual/plural.
End case: [indeclinable/quiescence/accusative/nominative/genitive, without noon:
to indicate that the noun does not take suffix nūn ‘ϥ ’ in case of dual or plural which
means that the noun must be in a compound form].
– Irregular plural: broken plural form of the irregular noun/nil; this feature is used
to link the singular noun entry with its irregular plural entry.

• Lexical features:
– Adjectivability: yes/no;
this feature takes yes if we can get the adjective form by adding the suffix yā’ ‘ ϯ’;
no otherwise.
– [Category, Rationality]: [category is a noun type such as adjective, infinitive,
demonstrative noun . . . etc., rational/irrational]; the category is needed because some
noun types are not allowed grammatically to occur in a certain sentence position like
the adjective in the position of subject.
3. Particles: a particle has the following form:
Particle (Stem, Category);
the only feature represented here is the Category: preposition, conjunction. . . etc.

c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Grammar checking: an extended variant of syntactic parsing
From a linguistic perspective, the current grammar can be characterized as unification-based grammar
(UBG) formalism. With UBG, many grammatical errors can be described as violations of formal
constraints between morpho-syntactic categories. The constraints may be intra-phrasal (e.g. phraseinternal agreement) or inter-phrasal (e.g. order between clausal elements). The central formal operation
in UBG formalism is unification of feature structures. During the construction of the Arabic parser,
feature structures are translated into Prolog terms. Because of this translation step, parsing can
make use of Prolog’s built-in term unification, instead of the more expensive feature unification.
The current grammar covers the basic grammar rules for the nominal sentence and the verbal sentence.
Each grammar rule has the form
rule(LHS,RHS):- constraints.
In our implementation, the error detection is embedded within the grammar rule and is based on the
unification of the feature structures to determine the source of the grammar error. This is clarified by
the following example:
rule(verb phrase(Stem,Time,Gen,Num,Trans,Rat,Agent),[particle(Stem1,Cat),verb(Stem2,
Time,Tense,Gen,Num,[End case|Agent],Trans,Rat, )]):(Tense==past->
format(‘ϲοΎϤϟ Ϟόϔϟ ϰΗ΄ϳϻ(∼w)ϡΰΠϟ ϭ ΐμϨϟ ΓΩ ΪόΑ ’,[Stem2]),nl,nl,fail;true),
(End case==nominative->
format(‘Ϟόϔϟ (∼w) ωϮϓήϣ ϥϮϜϳ ϻ ϡΰΠϟ ϭ ΐμϨϟ ΓΩ ΪόΑ ’,[Stem2]),nl,nl,fail;true),
(\+var(Stem2),Cat==preposition->
format(‘ήΠϟ ϑήΣ(∼w)ϝΎόϓϷ ϖΒδϳ ϻ’,[Stem1]),nl,nl,fail;true),
(\+var(Stem1),\+var(Stem2)->Stem=[Stem1,Stem2];true).
This rule says that in order to precede a verb with a particle (accusative or apocopative), some
constraints must be satisfied:
1. the verb must not be in the past tense;
2. the verb must not be in the nominative case; and
3. the particle must not be a preposition.
If any of the above constraints is not satisfied, then the whole rule will fail and an error message
reporting which type of error has occurred will be issued.
General search methods are not best for syntactic parsing because the same syntactic constituent
may be re-derived many times as a part of different larger constituents. Chart parsing avoids re-parsing
constituents by storing intermediate results in a data structure, called a ‘chart’. So, for efficient
implementation, we decided to implement the Arabic syntax analysis component as a chart parser [21].
We described our Arabic chart parser in [31]. The parser tries to analyze the Arabic sentence input.
Similar to the work described in [25], there are three possible results of the analysis.
(a) The analysis is successful and no syntactic inconsistencies are found (at this stage of processing
it is too early to use the term syntactic error, because in our terminology the term error is
c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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reserved for something that is being announced to the user after the error detection)—in this
case the sentence is considered to be correct and no message is issued. Syntactic ambiguity may
arise. This ambiguity increases the range of possible interpretations of an Arabic sentence. In a
recent study [32], we described our strategy for resolving ambiguities in understanding Arabic
sentences. Syntactic ambiguity does not affect Arabic GramCheck capabilities because it detects
errors that are related to ill-formed sentences.
(b) The analysis fails, the results contain at least one syntactic inconsistency. In this case it is
necessary to pass the results to the grammar checking handler component. Then, the error
message is issued to the user with suitable suggested corrections.
(c) The analysis fails and the handler cannot identify the error (probably due to the incompleteness
of the grammar) and so cannot say anything about the input sentence. In such a case no
error message is issued. Partial results are not used to indicate the possible source of an
error. Partial results are misleading because often the error is buried somewhere inside the
partial tree and no operations performed on partial trees can provide a correct error message.
Besides, operations on (hundreds or thousands of) partial trees are very ineffective and they can
also substantially slow down the processing of the given sentence.
A worked example
To explain the working of the system as a whole, we shall consider the following nominal sentence
example:

Γέϭήδϣ* ΕάϴϤϠΘϟ
’at-tilmı̄dātu masrūrah
¯
[the-students
(pl, f) happy (sg, f)]
The students are happy
The following grammar rules are found relevant to the parsing of this sentence:
rule(simple nominal sentence(Stem,Gen1,Num1,Cat1),
[inchoative(Stem1,Def,Gen1,Num1, ,Cat1),
enunciative(Stem2, ,Gen2,Num2, , )]):(Def==undefined->format(‘ΪΘΒϤϟ(∼w) Δϓήόϣ ϥϮϜϳ ϥ ΐΠϳ ’, [Stem1]), nl,nl,fail;true),
(\+var(Gen1),\+var(Gen2)->
((Gen2==Gen1;Gen2==neutral;Gen1==neutral)->true
;format(‘ΪΘΒϤϟ ϦϴΑ βϨΠϟ ϲϓ ϑϼΘΧ (∼w) ήΒΨϟ ϭ((∼w)’,
[Stem1,Stem2]),nl,nl,fail);true),
(\+var(Num1),\+var(Num2)->
((Num2==Num1;Num2==neutral;Num1==neutral)->
true
;format(‘ΪΘΒϤϟ ϦϴΑ ΩΪόϟ ϲϓ ϑϼΘΧ (∼w) ήΒΨϟ ϭ (∼w)’,
[Stem1,Stem2]),nl,nl,fail);true),
(\+var(Stem1),\+var(Stem2)->
Stem=[Stem1|Stem2];true).
c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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This rule states that the simple nominal sentence consists of an inchoative and enunciative and the
following constraints must be satisfied:
1. The inchoative should not be undefined.
2. The inchoative and enunciative should neither disagree in number nor in gender.
rule(inchoative(Stem,defined,Gen,Num,End case,Cat),
[defined(Stem,Gen,Num,End case,[Cat, ])]).
rule(defined(Stem,Gen,Num,End case,[Cat,Rat]),
[noun(Stem,defined,Gen,Num, ,[End case| ], [Cat,Rat], )]).
These two rules say that the inchoative should be a defined noun.
rule(enunciative(Stem,Def,Gen,Num,End case,noun),
[noun(Stem,Def,Gen,Num, ,[End case|With noon], [Cat, ], )]):(Def==defined->
format(‘ήΒΨϟ(∼w) ΓήϜϧ ϥϮϜϳ ϥ ΪΑϻ ’,[Stem]),nl,nl,fail;true),
Cat\==annexation,
(Num==dual->
With noon\=[without noon];true),
(End case==accusative or genitive->
format(‘ήΒΨϟ(∼w) ωϮϓήϣ ϥϮϜϳ ϥ ΪΑϻ’ ,[Stem]),nl,nl,fail;true),
(End case==accusative->
format(‘ήΒΨϟ(∼w) ωϮϓήϣ ϥϮϜϳ ϥ ΪΑϻ’,[Stem]),nl,nl,fail;true).
This rule states that the enunciative is a noun and the following constraints must be satisfied:
1. The noun should not be defined.
2. The dual form should have the suffix nūn ‘ϥ ’.
3. The end case should be neither accusative nor genitive.
The lexicon entries of the words in the input sentence are
noun(‘άϴϤϠΗ ’,undefined,male,sg,no,[quiescence],[noun,rational],[‘άϴϣϼΗ ’]).
noun(‘έϭήδϣ ’,undefined,male,sg,no,[quiescence],[adj,neutral],[]).
First, the morphological analysis is applied yielding the following structure:
[noun(‘άϴϤϠΗ ’,defined,female,plural,no,[quiescence],[noun,rational],[‘άϴϣϼΗ ’ ]),
noun(‘έϭήδϣ ’,undefined,female,sg,no,[quiescence],[adj,neutral],[])]
Then, bottom-up chart parsing is applied. This is shown in Figure 4. Finally, an error message is
issued indicating the disagreement in number between the inchoative and enunciative parts of the input
nominal sentence.
c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Bottom-up parsing with grammar checking. The parser discovers the nodes of the tree in the order shown
by the arrows. The dashed lines show the source of the grammatical error.

ARABIC GRAMCHECK EVALUATION: COMPARATIVE RESULTS
The evaluation of NLP systems is classically divided into two main approaches: glass-box and blackbox [33–35]. In black-box evaluation, the evaluator has access only to the input and output of the system
under evaluation. In glass-box evaluation, the evaluator also has access to the various workings of the
system and can thus assess each sub-part of the system. Component-based evaluation and detailed error
analyses are also important types of evaluation [34,35].
In our work, we have chosen the black-box evaluation approach due to the fact that we want to
compare our results with commercial systems, and, obviously, we do not have access to their inner
workings. In such a setting, the evaluation may not be able to pinpoint the error source, however it will
give an indication as to what subsystem is malfunctioning.
A set of 100 Arabic sentences was used to test Arabic GramCheck and evaluate its correctness.
This set was prepared by an Arabic specialist, who is not a member of the Arabic GramCheck’s
team. The set included both grammatical and ungrammatical sentences, taking into consideration
the coverage of both the grammar rules and the grammatical errors handled by Arabic GramCheck.
The majority of these sentences were short and simple. We used short, simple sentences as they are
easier to understand by the reader, they are easier to evaluate by the linguist, and they are suitable for
comparison with the only commercially available grammar checker program.
c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table IV. Correctness of Arabic GramCheck.
Sentence
Grammatically correct
Ungrammatical
Total (in percentage)

Correct Almost Wrong Total
10
86
96%

0
1
1%

0
3
3%

10
90
100

Table V. Correctness of the commercially available Arabic
grammar checker.
Sentence
Grammatically correct
Ungrammatical
Total (in percentage)

Correct Almost Wrong Total
5
34
39%

0
17
17%

5
39
43%

10
90
100

The evaluation procedure was carried out by comparing the Arabic GramCheck results with those
obtained on presenting the same sentences to an automatic grammar checking program available on
the market. This comparison is a means of evaluating this Arabic GramCheck, rather than testing the
commercially available Arabic grammar checker.
Of the 100 Arabic sentences, there were 10 grammatically correct sentences and 90 incorrect
sentences. The average sentence length was four words and the longest sentence was 24 words long.
The parser was capable of successfully parsing the longest sentence. The system includes 162 grammar
rules.
A summary of the evaluation results is shown in Tables IV and V. The first column shows the
category of the input sentences. A human reader rated the correctness of the output of both the
Arabic GramCheck and commercially available Arabic grammar checker (correct, almost, wrong).
These results are shown in columns 2–4 of both tables. The output was considered correct if
the grammar checker gave a correct diagnosis of the ungrammatical sentence or accepted the
grammatically correct sentence. The output was considered almost correct if the grammar checker
detected inconsistencies in the ungrammatical sentence but did not give an explanation, the explanation
was not correct, or the spelling checker flagged an error instead. The output was considered wrong if
the grammar checker incorrectly detected an error in the grammatically correct sentence or did not
detect the ungrammatical sentence.
The overall correctness is shown in the bottom row, which indicates the percentage of the input
sentences marked as correct, almost, or wrong, in total. It shows 96% of the grammatical checking of
Arabic GramCheck was correct compared with 39% of the commercially available Arabic grammar
checker, and 3% of the grammatical checking of Arabic GramCheck was wrong compared with 43%
of the commercially available Arabic grammar checker. Table VI shows the types of errors detected by
Arabic GramCheck but missed by the commercially available Arabic grammar checker.
c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table VI. Types of error detected by Arabic GramCheck, but missed by the commercially available Arabic
grammar checker.
Type of error

No. of occurrences

Disagreement in gender or end case between the inchoative and enunciative

8

ήΒΨϟ ϭ ΪΘΒϤϟ ϦϴΑ ΔϴΑήϋϹ ΔϟΎΤϟ ϭ ωϮϨϟ ϑϼΘΧ
6

Incorrect definition of the inchoative or gender of the enunciative

ήΒΨϟ ήϴϜϨΗ ϭ ΪΘΒϤϟ ϒϳήόΗ ϡΪϋ
Missing either the referent of the connected noun to the verb, the third person
pronoun, or the construct replacing the subject

5

ϞϋΎϔϟ ϞΤϣ ϦϴϤΎϘϟ ϭ ήΘΘδϤϟ ήϴϤπϟ ϭ ϞόϔϟΎΑ ϞμΘϤϟ ήϴϤπϟ ϪϴϠϋ ΩϮόϳ Ύϣ ΩϮΟϭ ϡΪϋ
Incorrect end case of the verb

2

ϞόϔϠϟ ΔϴΑήϋϹ ΔϟΎΤϟ ϲϓ ΄τΧ
A verb in the past tense is incorrectly preceded by the accusative or apocopative
particle

3

ϡΰΟ ϭ ΐμϧ ΓΩ΄Α ϕϮΒδϣ ϲοΎϤϟ Ϟόϔϟ
3

A preposition incorrectly precedes the verb

ήΟ ϑήΤΑ ϕϮΒδϣ Ϟόϔϟ
Disagreement in gender between either the verb and the subject or the verb and
the pro-agent

10

ϞϋΎϔϟ ΐΎϧ ϭ Ϟόϔϟ ϭ ϞϋΎϔϟ ϭ Ϟόϔϟ ϦϴΑ ωϮϨϟ ϑϼΘΧ
Disagreement in number, end case, or gender between the circumstantial
accusative and the subject it modifies

3

ϝΎΤϟ ΐΣΎλ ϭ ϝΎΤϟ ϦϴΑ ωϮϨϟ ϭ ΔϴΑήϋϹ ΔϟΎΤϟ ϭ ΩΪόϟ ϑϼΘΧ
Disagreement in number, end case, or gender between the adjective and the noun
it modifies

5

ϑϮλϮϤϟ ϭ Δϔμϟ ϦϴΑ ωϮϨϟ ϭ ΔϴΑήϋϹ ΔϟΎΤϟ ϭ ΩΪόϟ ϑϼΘΧ
2

Incorrect case ending of the circumstantial accusative

ϝΎΤϠϟ ΔϴΑήϋϹ ΔϟΎΤϟ ϲϓ ˯ΎτΧ
5

False alarm

΄τΧ ΎϫήΒΘϋ ΔΤϴΤλ ϞϤΟ
Suffix nūn ‘ϥ ’ is not omitted from either the irregular dual form or plural form
in the case of annexation

3

ΔϓΎοϹ ΪϨϋ ϢϟΎδϟ ήϛάϤϟ ϊϤΟ ϭ ϰϨΜϤϟ ΔϳΎϬϧ Ϧϣ ϥϮϨϟ ϑάΣ ϡΪϋ
Disagreement in number, end case, or gender between the permutative and the
antecedent

2

ϪϨϣ ϝΪΒϤϟ ϭ ϝΪΒϤϟ ϦϴΑ ωϮϨϟ ϭ ΔϴΑήϋϹ ΔϟΎΤϟ ϭ ΩΪόϟ ϑϼΘΧ
Total

c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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It can be concluded that Arabic GramCheck was shown to be superior to the commercially available
Arabic grammar checker. The reason for this is that Arabic GramCheck is more accurate at detecting
cognitive errors.

CONCLUSIONS
An Arabic grammatical checker is a complex program that needs extensive research and linguistic
resources. In this paper, we reported our experiences gained from a project to develop Arabic
GramCheck, a syntax-based grammar checker for modern standard Arabic. The system is based on
deep syntactic analysis and relies on a feature relaxation approach for detection of ill-formed Arabic
sentences. This useful tool is capable of detecting and suggesting improvements for certain common
grammatical errors. Arabic GramCheck is basically composed of two parts: an Arabic morphological
analyzer and a standard bottom-up chart parser including a grammatical checking handler. The system
is implemented using SICStus Prolog on an IBM PC.
By reviewing the results obtained using Arabic GramCheck, it has been shown to be superior to
a commercially available Arabic grammar checker. However, this experiment was limited to a set of
simple Arabic sentences, manually prepared by an Arabic specialist.
It is hoped that the presented findings will be useful for development of Arabic grammar checkers,
as well as for improving existing Arabic grammar checking software.

APPENDIX A. TRANSLITERATION OF ARABIC SOUNDS‡

Letter (E)

Transliteration

Letter (A)

’
B
T
t
J¯
Š
k
¯
D
d
R¯
Z
S
š


Ώ
Ε
Ι
Ν
Ρ
Υ
Ω
Ϋ
έ
ί
α
ε

hamzah
bā’
tā’
tā’
¯jı̄m
h.a’
ka’
¯
dāl
dāl
¯
rā’
zāy
sı̄n
šı̄n

Phonetic description
voiceless glottal stop
voiced bilabial stop
voiceless apico-dental stop
voiceless inter-dental fricative
voiced lamino-alveolar palatal affricate
voiceless radico-pharyngeal fricative
voiceless dorso-uvular fricative
voiced apico-dental stop
voiced inter-dental fricative
voiced apical trill (roll)
voiced apico-alveolar fricative
voiceless apico-alveolar fricative
voiced lamino-palatal fricative

‡ Adopted from reference [36].
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Letter (E)
s.ād
d.ād.
t.ā’
z.ā’
‘ain
ḡain
fā’
qāf
kāf
lām
mı̄n
nūn
hā’
wāw
yā’

Transliteration

Letter (A)

Phonetic description

s.
Ǵ
t.
z.
‘
ḡ
F
Q
K
L
M
N
H
W
Y

ι
ν
ρ
υ
ω
ύ
ϑ
ϕ
ϙ
ϝ
ϡ
ϥ
˰ϫ
ϭ
ϱ

voiceless apico-alveolar emphatic fricative
voiced apico-dental emphatic fricative
voiceless apico-dental emphatic stop
voiced inter-dental emphatic fricative
voiced radico-pharyngeal fricative
voiced dorso-uvular fricative
voiceless labio-dental fricative
voiced dorso-uvular stop
voiceless velar stop
voiced apico-alveolar lateral
voiced bilabial nasal
voiced apico-alveolar nasal
voiced laryngeal fricative
voiced bilabial (rounded) velar glide
voiced palatal (unrounded) glide
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Short vowels
fath.ah
Kasrah
d.ammah

a
i
u

˰˴
˰˶
˰˵

Long vowels

Compound vowels

ā
ı̄
ū

au
ai

APPENDIX B. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation

Full form

ACC
Dl
F
GEN
M
NOM
Pl
Sg

accusative (case)
dual
feminine
genitive (case)
masculine
nominative (case)
plural
singular

c 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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